United Task Force
Organizational Charter
Group Identity
 The United Task Force (UTF) is a non-profit organization dedicated to recreational pursuits
as a cohesive unit that openly participates in a modern combat sport referred to as airsoft in
Reno Nevada and its surrounding areas.
 The UTF shall uses trademarks and/or devices with the legacy chrome design (typically
reserved or foundation members) or the new grunge design.
 The UTF shall be group themed as a military unit wearing black and/or subdued urban
camouflage, encouraging its members to wear the battle dress, perform the tactics, and use
the equipment of its forces.

Goals and Objectives
 Improve the quality of players and games on the battlefield; including giving a fun, entertaining, and unique
experience in airsoft.
 Attain the best teaching and training methods in order to improve combat skills amongst UTF members.
 Build a leadership matrix and develop teamwork skills within its members in order to gain a strategic and tactical
advantage on the battlefield.
 Train members to be proficient with and against all major weapon combinations and become elite fighters within the
airsoft community.

Organizational Requirements
 Maintain a non-profit status. Any money gained through fund-raisers or dues will be redirected towards the costs of
running the organization. Costs may include, but is not limited to website, software, publications, uniform, equipment,
food/drink, or special events.
 Provide, to the best of its ability, conflict resolution methods to increase collaborative efforts within the airsoft
community.
 Maintain a multi-divisional club with both casual and tactical styles of gameplay
 Provide, to the best of its ability, means of supplying clothing and/or equipment using United Task Force insignias
and/or devices.
 Provide, to the best of its ability, the required resources such as weapons, equipment, and documentation for training
and combat.
 Provide, to the best of its ability, exclusive and dedicated training sessions in order to improve members’ combat
skills, proficiency with airsoft strategy and tactics, and knowledge with airsoft rules of play.

Membership Requirements
 Members may not offer their services, allegiances, or affiliation to other groups that may interfere or disrupt the United
Task Force’s goals, objectives, motives, or character. Specifically, members may not join other airsoft teams/squads
without expressed consent – they are either UTF or they are not.
 Members must have a clean history, free of:
 unsportsmanlike conduct, outbursts, bad attitudes or behavior. This includes, but is not limited to, actions of a
false, defamatory, inaccurate, abusive, vulgar, hateful,
harassing, obscene, profane, or threatening nature.
 cheating, exploitation, or abuse of airsoft rules of play.
 using their position or status within airsoft to gain a dishonorable advantage for themselves or put other airsoft
participants at a disadvantage.
 Must be an active and dedicated airsoft participant. Members must have an average attendance of least three events
in the past three months.
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 Must have the capability and capacity to learn from United Task Force training methods while showing continuous
improvement in their combat skills
 members are required to have a signed a membership contract that includes a non-disclosure and confidential
information agreement, insignia & device policies, and loaned equipment policies

Member Conduct
 Members must uphold this charter at all times and remain loyal to the UTF and their brothers and sisters within the
United Task Force
 Members’ actions must not dishonor the United Task Force or other UTF members
 Members must maintain a positive moral and ethical code. Members are to remain approachable and act accordingly
with a degree of professionalism and respect to others.
 Members must follow the lawful orders of ranked members within the chain of command
 Members are highly encouraged to display their UTF affiliation by wearing or using the insignias and/or devices
provided to them
 Members must, to the best of their ability, lend their support to other UTF members on and off the field during airsoft
events
 Members must, to the best of their ability, contribute and volunteer their efforts towards the goals, objectives, and
requirements of the United Task Force
 Non-disclosure of proprietary information, such as strategies, tactics, combat techniques, weapon fabrication, weapon
repair, training methods, research, development, or literature to non-members

Termination and Resignation
 The United Task Force will support a ‘termination at will’ policy for those that do not follow the rules and guidelines
defined within the charter, contract, and safety and gameplay guidelines
 The United Task Force will support a ‘no questions asked’ policy’ for those that want to resign from the organization
 Those who resign or are terminated from the organization must return any loaned or borrowed UTF Property. The
UTF is to retrieve fair compensation for any items not returned in a timely manner or damaged items that are not
within the guidelines of ‘normal wear and tear’
 Those who resign or are terminated from the organization must forfeit the use of any items that contain the intellectual
properties, such as protective works and trademarks, insignias, that unique of the United Task Force.
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